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INTRODUCTION

P

// Each.industry and each situation has its own specific problems. and dan

gers. Prevention of injuries to the life and tralth of. workers requires

,:that they be properly trained and well equipped to recognize, understand,

and control the hazards they could encounter. The danger of hazardsthat .

are not easily seen, smelied,.heard, or felt can..represent deadly risks to

people who work in confined areas. When a person works in a confined area

or space - one in which,dangerous Air contaminAtion cannot be.prevented or

removed by natural ventilation - the chance always exists that the oxygen

level may be low, or combustibl4 or toxic gases may be present.

Beforeitntry is made into a confined area, a'cOmOrehensive written

entry procedure should be.followed. Next, it shouild always be assumed that.

a' hazard is present and the environment should be measured before entry. If

a hazard exiists or could exist, then the environment shouldJbe tested or

monitored for hazards before entry is made and periodically during Work in

the confined space or area. Ability to identifyid to deAA with the

hazard, once it is recognized, should result in careful planning and contrail.
,

of all work in confined spaces.

This ikodule explains how to recognize potential hazards in confined

spaces, how to deal with these hazards, and tt)e kinds of planning and con-
,. ,

.trol that is necessary to prevent confined space accidents.

$ OBJECTIVES
4

A

oPom'completiOn of this moduk the student shouldte'afl.le to: ."

1. Identify the "three mayor hazards associate with confined spaces and

five, possible sources of these hatar/di. (Page 3)
(

2._ Descri. e the effects of tack of oxygen on.human beings and cite,the

minimr exposure level established y OSHA. (Page 4)'

3. Discuss the different, ways in/ which exposure toloxic-subsiances.in

confined spaces may affect the worker. (Page 6)

"
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4.' Liit two preventive measimes that may be taken to Safeguard Alia+nst

flammable at expthsive atmospheres in confined spaces. .(Page 8)

5. List seven problems that must be considere# before engaging in any work

-within a4tonfined space or vessel. (Page'10)

6. CaApare the differences between Class,
%
A, B, and 'C confined spaces.

(Page 15)

7. Describe theentry'permit system `for workilng in confined spaces. (Page

16) <

8. Contrast the medical exam requirementsfor workers in Class A and B

confined areas. (Page 19)

. DiscuSt the first-aid provisions and training requirements necessary

for_corifined space work. (Page 20)
.

,

10. Discuss thg testing, mbnitoring and environmental control procedures

for confined spaces. (Page 22)

. 11. Discuss the requirements for llbeling, posti94, and woreing safely, and.

providing protective equipment for work in clonfipeespaces. (Page 29)

12. Describe isolating, locking out, and tagging ofiClasi Aand B confined

spaces. (Page 35)

It. List the cleaninNnahoustkeeping procedures for confined spaces.

(Page 38,
4e

14. Describe the equipment and tools used in Clask,A B, and C confind

woipsi spaces.' (Page 39)

15. St ate the special precautions to be taken when working in confined
. .

spaces with hazardous atmospheres. (Page 40)

16. Describe the types of recordSkthat must bib kept for Clais A and B

confined space working areas,. Page 42)
111b

17. Explain the p4caution steps performed on boilers before entry is

made. (Page 43)

Page 2/SH-32
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SUBJECT MATTER

_OBJECTIVE 1: Identifythegthree major hazards tsso-

ciated with confined spaces, and list five possible

sources of these hazards.

Most people who haveidied or been seriously injured d6ring work in-con-

fined spaces either had little knowledge of the inherent dangers or failed

to take the necessary precautions, including using proper personal protec-
.

tive equipment and the "buddy system." The three major hazards associated

.with confined spaces are oxygen deficiency, flammable atmospheres, and toxic

sv concentrOions of'airborne contaminants.

Hazards are usually related to the substance previously store in the ,

space. Jn most cases, he,potential problem can be grouped under one o

more of the three majortyPes of hazards. Other sources of contamination

besides the previous contents of the vessel a're vapors oftflammable or to i

substances used for treating or cleaning the storage area,.fuel gases used

within tie vessel`, and gases from fermentation of o tac.atter. Lombus-
.411

tion by-products from engine exhaust, welding, or explosions created within

thestorage area are otentially hazardous, too.

4

ACTIVITY 1:

The hazard in a confined space is always related to the

material previously stored in that space. (Circle one.)

True "False

ti

.11. I

*Answers to Actijiies° begin on Page 45.

ti
.
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'OBJECTIVE 2' 'Describe the effects" of lack of .oxygen on

human beings, and cite the minimum exposure level estab-.

.

lished by OSHA.
f_

els

41.

Lack of oxygen is the primary cause of Illnes tnd death in and around

confined spaces. The normal concentration of oxygen in the air is 21%. Whe

Occupational Safety and,HeaIth AminiStration (OSHA) standards have

established a minimum oxygen level of 19.5 percent as being permissible in a

work environment. Exposure to an.atmosphere containing less than 19.5

percent oxygen is considered hazardous.

Serious.accidents often result when.a pers& assumes that changes in

the atmospheric concentrations of various substances can be detected by the

senses. Many of the contaminants encountered in confined spaces have a nar-

cotic effect and actually dull the sepses. In addition, the effects of.ex-

posures to some contaminants may not arousi6 much' concern.For instance, the

first symptoms of theijack of oxygen (anoxia) are ringing in the ears and

labored breathing. .These symptoms would not necessarily alarm a worker",

therefore human senses may be misleading. .

If exposure to an oxygen-deficient atmosphere continues, the worker

loses coordination and judgment is impaired. Drdwsiness, lack 'of will to

work, arid euphoria (a feeling'of no concern) often sets in. When the amount

of'oxygen in the atmosphere falls below16 perCent,. more serious %ymptoms of

anoxia begin to appear, as the following table shows:

1

Stage

TABtE 1. HUMAN RESPONSE TO BREATHING AIR DEFICIENT IN OXYGEN.

Oxygen Volume
Percent Sym toms '4

1 12 - 16 Increased and pulse rate;

slightly disturbed muscUlat coordina-7'.
tion. -

2 10 - 14 Continued consciousness; emotional up-
sets.,,abnormal fatigue uppnbexertion;'
disturbed respiration.

'Pagge 4/SH-32
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6 - 10 - gausea,andvdmiting; inability.to move
freely; loss of consciousness may oc-
cur; may collapse and although aware of
circumstances, be unable to move or cry
out.

4 Below 6

t

Convulsive movement; gasping respire-
, tion; respiration stops and a few min-

utes later heart action -Ceases.

The following example describes one of the Ossible effects of.lackof

oxygen in a confined space;

) An underground oil storage tank that required cleaning
had been used to store nitrogen. The-man assigned to
clean the tank dropped an air hose into the tank before
enterinp. As he' reached the bottom of the ladder, he
passed out. His helper outside the tank went in to help
and, feeling faint, left without getting the man out.
He went to get'assistance from a nearby maintenance
shop. -Three men came to the tank and climbed 'down and

, all were overcome. Finally, after almost go minutes,
, all men were recovered with the help of Tile fire

deRartment. The only reason that there were no A
.fatalities was that the^airline in the tank was blowing
air in the vicinity of the fallen workers.

Several safety precautions were overlooked in the situation cited

abdve. No atiemOt was made to test the air after the al!. hose was dropped _
4

into the tank. Lery.little time elapsed bet/een the dropping of the air

hose and the.workers climbing into the tank. No rescue gear was present,

and no rescue procedure had been planned. These preliminary steps and other

. precautions for work in confined spaces will be described in greater detail
tip

later in this module.

ACTIVITY 2:9
(Choose the best'answer.)

1. The minimum acceptable level of oxygen the

workers environment as determined\q OSHA is:

a. 16%.

b. 21.5%.

C. 19.5%.

d. 12%..

SH-32/1).age 5
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2. Which of the following symptoths of anoxia would _1

manifest itself first?
I

a. Drowsiness, lack of will to work, euphoria.

b. Slightly disturbed musqular.coordination.

c. Nausea and vomiting.

d. Ringing in the ears and labored breathing.

OBJECTIVE 3: Discuss the different ways in which expo-

sure to toxic substances in Confined - spaces may affect

the worker.
"i/-

4
-One of the major hazards associated pith confined space is,toxic sub

.

stances. Toxic substances may be classified by theirphysiological effe`C

The degree of the resulting effect depends on thelegree of toxicity and ,

atmospheric concen ation of thesubgtance. Toxic substances may affect the
J

worker in a conf ace in several ways - as an irritant, asphyxiant,

anesthetic, narcotic, systemic poison, or disabfling respirable particulate

matter, such as fibrosis-producing dasts and bacteria. The higher the con-

centration; the worse the effeyt.

Toxicity in a confined space is also relative to the size and` type of

space involved. It is not absolute. A substance considered nontoxic under

normal conditiohs can be lethal'in a confined,,space.

The extent.of the effects may vary considerably. Severe poisoning may

occur. Very short exposures to high concentrations of a material such as

hydrogen sulfide (sewer gas), a `substance that paralyzes the respiratory

system, may be fatal. Chronic exposure (expOsure over a period of time) to

low concerftrations of this same substance may result in eye irritation, skin

irritation, or general discomfort. The long term effects of chronic, low

level expOsure are unknown at this time.

Many toxic' substances are colorless,, odorless, and tasteless. This

4 .further complicates their detection and essentially eliminates human sensory

recognition. Some materials produce a symptom (nown as olfactory fatigue,

which is'the inability to detect the presence of a substance by its odor

Page 6/SH-32*
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after an initial exposure. The timeworn consolation, "Oh, ))iou.get used'to

the smell quickly,"'in many cases is actually a result of olfac tory fatigue
l'

t and the woffer may be'unaware, after a whiff or teo; that the 6,,xPOsure to a
, N

, toxic substance is continuing or even. increasing.

The following accdunt illustrates the potential severity of toxic sub-

stances in confined spaces:

Employees of a local utility were repairirig a water

meter in an underground vault 18 feet x 6 feet_x 5'feet
'with an opening 24 inches in diameter. To make the re-

. pairs, it was necessary to cut 26 cadmium-plated bolts
with ah okYgen propane torch. Two men Worked in the
vault with one man cutting and the other standing bOide
him. Neither man wore a respirator and no ventilation
was provided. Two other men remained on the surface.
During the cutting of the bolts with the oxygeg propane
torch, a'"heavy blue smoke" filled the vault. This
smoke was exhausted after the cutting wq completed.

The 56-year-old man who had cut the boltsedied 17 days
after exposure, He becAme nauseated shortly after the
job and, was seen by.his family physician the pext day
fOr fever (102°-103°F), chest pain, cough, and sore
throat. Onthe 4th day folloWingrthe incident he was in
greater distress and was hospitalized. Death.occurred
in 2 weeks and was'ateributed to massive coronary in-
f,raction and corpulmonale. The 29-year-old assistant
complained of chills, nausea, cough, and difficulty in
breathing. He was treated for pneumonia and made a slow
recovery. A reenactment of the work demonstrated that
the exposure to' cadmium was well above the threshold
limit value of "0.1 mg/ma." Symptoms attributed to
cadmium poitbning include: severe labored breathing and
wheezing, ch pain, persistent cough, weakness and
malaise, an oss ,of appetite. The clinical course is .

similar in most cases. The injured frequently are well
enough to work the day after exposure, but their condi-
tions deteriorate until approximately the 5th day. At

this point the exposed worker will either get much worse 1

or begin to improve.

In,the previous case, no attempt was made to anticipate the possible

health hazards of. the cutting procedure, and no safety measures were taken.
4

A-few simple precautions would have saved a life.

SH-32/Page 7



ACTIVITY 3:

(Fill in the blanks.)

l:, The inability to detect the presence of a substance

by its odor after initial exposure is known as

2. . The extent of the effects of.a toxic sgibstance on a
:

person is often-dependent uponthe

of the toxic substance in the atmosphere:

`OBJECTIVE 4: List two preventive measures that may be

taken-to safeguarthagbinst flammable or explosive atmo-

spheres in confined spaces'

J When flammable lilUids and vapdrs reach a certain' concentration in air,

the will-flame or explode.' The minimum concentration of vapor in air below

which flame or explosion does not occprtis known as the lower explosive

liMit (LEC). There is also an upper explosive limit (UEL). When thecon-

centrationsof vapor in air reaches the upper explosive limit, propagation of

flame or explosion does not occur.

When the concentration of a, flammable liquid, vapor, or combustible

particulate in air falls between the lower explosive limit and the upper ex.

plosive limit', .a.very critical condition exists. Any ignition source ,

(flame, sparkor temperature above the auto-ignition point) in an area con-

taining concentrations within the explosi;/e range will cause a flash fire or

explosion.

The most obvious protections against these conditions are cleaning,

purging of the confined spice (drawing-out of the contaminated air with a

suction device), or a combination of the two. Further precautions must be

utilized to prevent ignition should a combustible atmosphere develop.

The following example illustrates the potential for tragic consequences

when safeguards are not provided..

lI
Page 8/SH-32
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Two men entered a new ly constructed tank to repair a

bulgewhion!iipd.fonmed after the-flange of the Manhole
was welded to the tank. The planned repair proedure
yes to have two meleenter the tank with- a jack to force
,the Manse otAemanhole into place white a third
worker heated'the bu3ge from the outside. To accomplish*
this procedure the 'men had, to .06'ie the manhole. To im- ,

-prove_Oe air 'withi lhe. tank, oxygen used for Welding
vfas blown in ntthrou9 Akopering. A worker on the obt....

side noticed through thtopening,that the hair of 04 of
the workmen inside was Ab4,ireo The cover was imme-
diately removed and one tqf the worker managed to es-
cape. His clothing was burning rapidly; the second

' worker had collapsed and ?emeifsed unconscious inside.

It became necessary't0 invert )he tank to remove the. un-
conscious workman. Zoth workii4n who were doing work in-
side suffied serious burns. lOne died a short time
later; thsecond wa's hospitalized for severatmohths.
A rescuer in the operatiori-was burned-on the hands.-

).

Investigation of the accident revealed that the usg of
oxygen in place of normal air greltry hazard of 'fire.
Enriching the atmosphere witheonly a small amount :fs

oxygon.above.nt will cause a drafthic increase in tjap
ability of air:to support combustion; hair as.well
clothtrg 01,1 absorb the oxygen anti burn violently. .

Enriched oxygen atmospheres could be the result of
improper blanking off of oxygen lines chemical

, reactions which liberate. oxygen, or inadvertently

i.
purging the space with'oxygen in place.

..,

. i

In this instance,i0egger purging of the atmosphere. inside the tank was
. .

bypassed; a "quick method" of improving the atmosphere by /cropping in an .

.

oxygen linewas Used instead. The tragic results were predictable and pre- '

t
;

ventable. ..

0 .
N

CTIVITY 4:'"

, . ..,

1. List two preventive measures that may be"taken to.

safeguard against flammalie or explosive atmor
. . .

spheres tn confi7d spaces.
.

A.

b. i

ot-

. 2. Define these 'terms.

ei LEL -
.

b. ITEL-p
. , g.,

s S.

,

SIT-32/Page.9
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OBJECTI1E 5: List seven problems that must be consid.-

.ered befOre.engaging in any work within a confined space
4.
or vessel.,

There are a host of problems that.must be considered before engaging,in

-ant.work within a confined spice oryAsel. Such problems include, but are

a

not limited to, .the areas outlined below. ,

. .

MECHANItAL

If activation of any piece of electrical or mechanical* equipment would

cause injury to a person wforlirig in a confined space', then the piece of

equipment should be manually isolated to.pravent inadvertent activation e-

ford workers enter or while they work in the confined area. The interplay

hazards associated with-acOnfined space, such as the potential of fliM-
.

mable-vapors or gases being present and die build-ug_of static charge due to

'mechanical xleaning, such as abrasive *lasting, ill influence the precau-

tioris which must tetAaken.

To ,prev'ent yapor leaks, flashbacks, and other hazards, Workers should

completely "isolate the area. To completelyisolate a ZOnfined space the

.closing of valves is not sufficient; All pi-Pes must be physically discon-

nected or itolated, blanked or bolted'in 151a4e. Other special precautions.
1

'must be taken in case the flammable liq1.uids.or vapors may recontamtnate (the

dionfined space. The pipes blanked onrdisconnected should be inspected and
41

tested for leakagb to check the effectiveness of the procedure. Other areas ,

of concerti are steam valves, pressure Tines, and'chemical transfer pipes. A

less apparent hazard is created by any space referred to as a void, such as

double-Walled vessels, that must be given special consideration in blanking

off and iner:eing,

CIIMUNICATION

Communication between the worker inside and the standby person outside

is of utmost importance. If the worker inside should suddenly have, a prob-

Page 107SKL32
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lem and not,be able'to summon heir), an injury co /1d become#a fatality.

quently, the body ,positions_that must leeassumed in a confined space make it

'difficult forthe standby person to detect that the worker, is uncogscious.

. Whikyisual monitoring of the inside worker is not possible because o6he

design OfJ.he confined space or the location of the entry hatch, a voice or

alar4aactiVated explosior-proof type of communication system will} be

necessary.

ENTRY, AND EXIT

OF of the potential hazards of a confined space is the time required

to,enter and exit. The extent of the precautions taken and the standby

equipment needed to maintain a safe work area will
t
be determined in part' by

the eaSeor difficulty required for rescue attempts, The fAlowing should
./

, be considered when equipping a confined area for emergencies: type of

confined space to be entered, access to the entrance, number and size of.

-openings, barriers within the space, the occupancy load, and the time

requirem'ent for exiting in the event of fire or dangerous levels of toxic

' A. tapor, ea the time required to rescue injured_workers. /

p. ,

THERMAL EFFECTS

Four factors influence the interchangeof heat between humans and their

environment: .(1) air temperature, (2) air velocity,. (3) moisture contained

in the air, and (4 radiant heat: The moisture content and temperature of

the air -in which one is working affects efficiency; it ruay also endanger-the

worker's life. Because of-the nature and design of most confined spaces,

moisture Content and radiant heat are difficult to control. As the body -J

'temperature rises progressively, a worker will continue to function until

thebody.temperature reaches 38.3-39.4°C. When this body temperature is

'-exceeded, the:worker' is less efficient and prone to heat exhaustion; het

cramps, or heat stroke. The most severe strain in cold conditions is chill-

a

4
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ing of the body's extremities ,so that activity is restrlFted. Special pre-

cautions most be taken in cold environments o'prevent frostbite, trench

foot, and Igneral hypothermia.

Insulated clothing for both hot and cold environments will usually pro-

tect the worker, but it will also add additional bulk and must* considered
.

in allgwing,for movement in the confined spade and in allowing for exit

time.---Air'temperature of the environment then becomes an important

'consideration when evalUating working conditions in/confined spaces.

NOISE

Noise problemt are usually intensified in confined spaces. tecarsed
. structure often cause? sound to reverberate, the worker is expos!d to higher

sound levels than in an opeq environment. This intensified noise increases

thV risk of hearing daAage that could result in tempordry or permanent loss'

of hearing Noise in a confined space that may not be intense enough to

cause hearing damage may still disrupt verbal communication with the emer-

gency standby'person outside the confined spaCe. If the workers inside are

not able to hear commands or danger signals due to exceisivello.ise, the

probability of severe ac4idents is increased.

VIBRATION f
Vibration is another hazard Often encountered in a confined space.

Vibration may affectthe whole body, or it may be limited to only one area.

Whole body vibration may be regarded as a "generalized stressor" and may

affect multiple body parts and organs depending upon the vibration charac-

teristics. Segm ntal vibration, unlike whole body vibration, appears to be .

AImore localized n creating injury to the fingers and hands,of workers using,

tools, such as pneumatic hammers, rotary grinders or other hand tools that

cause vibration.

Page 12/SHr32
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GENERAL

fI`

Some physical hazards. cannot be_eliminated because of the nature of the

confined spate or the work io be perfwed. ,These hazards relate to such

...items as scaffolding, surface residues, and structural hazards. The use of
0 ,

scaffolding in confined spaces has 11414tributed to,many accidents caused by

workers or materials fallinCsimOoper use of guard railsand lack of main

tenance to ensure worker safety: ,;be choice of material used for scaffold-

inq depends upon the type of.war:i to be performed, the calculated weight to
. .

be sypported, the surface on which the scaffolding is plac0, and the sub-

stance previously stored in the confined space.-

Surface residues in, confined spaces can increase the already hazardous

potentials for'blectsical keaction of incompatible mat ls, ltbera-
, ,

tion of toxic sUbstances, and bodily injury due to Slips nd falls.

/Structural hazards within acfanfined,space such as baffles in horizon-

tal tanks, trays in vertical. towers, bends in tunnels, overhead structural

'yr 'members,' or.scaffolding installed for maintenance are examples of physical,

hazards. In dealingwith structural hazaPds, workers must/review and en-

force 'safety precautions to assure safety.

ARestue procedures may require-7WithdraWaY of an injured 9r unconscious

'perlion
k

yhich means that a14 po'ss.fble problems of working in .a confined space

must be considered. Careful piinning must be given to the way in which a

Vorker may be removed. I. the'w2rker is above the exit opening, the emer-

_gency system must include a rescue arrangetent.operated.from outside the

confined space, if possiblN by which the employee can be lowered and re-
- /( , ,

moved)lithout-injury. ,

,

if any special problemt alT anticipated or encountered, specialists

should be consulted before art' employees are exposed (see Figure 1).
. .

Training and, retrainIt fng isteisential to the success of confined spaces

work.

Use of the "Buddy System" or a standby person is also most important.

At no time should an employee eater a confined space without proper authori-
.

2atian, monitoring, training,'eouipment, and a well trained buddy Or standby

perOn Outside,the confined space, AP

1'6
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Figure -;,,,,Special problems should be discussed before entry:

ACTIVITY' 5:
)

List seven problems that must, be considered before en-

gaging in any work within .a confined space or vessel.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
I

t Page 14/SH-32.
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OBJECTIVE 6: Compare the difference between Class A, B,

and C confined spaces.
_

466.1. '7.

There are three classes of confined spaces. Each 'class is representa.:

five of a different level of risk to workers, Class A being the taiegory,of

highest risk.

A Class A confined spice is immediately dangerous to life. Rescue pro-

cedures require th4entry of .at least lane extra individual who is fully

equipped with life-support equipments Maintenance ofcommunication requires

an additional standby person stationed within the confined space. *

A Class ,B envirpnment.is dangerous, but not immediately"life th?eaten-.

ing. ',Rescue procedures require the entry of: no more than one indi;/idual

fully equipped with life-support equipment. Indirect visual or auditory

communication with workers must be maintained.

A'Class C tpale is considered a potential hazard area but, one which-re-

\ 'quires no basic modifiCaVion of work procedures. Standard rescue procedures

apply; direct communication with workers may be maintained from outside the

confined 1pace.-
. -

Table 2 shows the oxygen levels, flammability charaAeristics, and-tox-
.

9

ictty levels of the three classes.

' HAZARD

'TABLE 2. CLASSES OF CONFINED SPACES.

( CLASS A CLASS B

Oxygen 16%,o; less
*(122 mm Hg) or

greater than Z5%
*(1.90 mm Hg)

16.1% to 19.41
1(122-147 Mm Hg)

pr 215% to 25%
*(163-190 mm Hg)

CLASS C

19.5% - 21:4%
*(148-163 mm Hg)

Flammability'
Characteristits

20%'.or greater

of. LFL °

(Lower Flammable
Limits)

19% - 19% LF4.

(Lower Flammable
Limits)

10% LFL or less

(Lower Flammable
Limits)

SH-32/Page 15
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Toxicity **IDLH

Level

Greater, than con-

tamination level,
referenced in 9

CFR Part 191040.
Subpart 2 - less
than **IDLH

Less than con-
tamination level
referenced in 29
CFR Part 1910
Subpart 2

*Based upon' a total atmospheric pressure of 76D mm of Mercury (Hg) i tisea

, level. e
e

'**Immediately DangerOus to Life-or Health as referenced in yOSH'Registry of
Toxic and Chemical Substances, Manufacturing CheinistS data sheets, indus-
trial hygiene guides or other recognized authorities. -

(Fill in the blanks.)/

ACTIVITY is
r

The confined space'categdry,of highest risk is

OBJECTIVE 7: Describe the entry permit system for work-

ing in confined spaces.

Entry. to confined spaces 'or vessels must be strictly, limited to autho-

rized personnel. All equipment, workpracties, procedures, and work time-
.,

peribds must receive careful; review and confArmatiOn. Authorization is of-

ficially'granted only through,the use of a entry permit signed by the

responsible supervisor. (This .supervisor should be one appdinted by manage-

ment who is trained in all aspects of confined space entry andknow.ledgeabTe

as to specific, problems and hazards- possible in the supervised areas.) This

perinit must include:

1., A location and description of the ,work.
o,

2.', A checklist to ensure that proper vessel preparation and atmospheric

tests-have been accomplisheq.
,

3. A guarantee that these proc edures will be maintained throughout the
period specified for workers to be lns'ide the `vessel.

Trmit must carry an c,061 tin* nd

t``

and ; not beThe pe u'sed through 'a
o,

shift change. Essential items which sho be included on any 'permit are

the following (suggested duidefinet from e Kingston Plant 1.)f DuPont):

4 Page 16/SH-32
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1. , ',Signaturesesbcond iine supervisor (of area), supervisor, of'person-
nel, as welIas'personnel entering tank or confjned space.;

i,

2.. Requirements for special clothing and equipment.

a, NonsparktrigIpols, f

b. Safety harness 'CbiltY and lifIline.
,

c.- Breathing apparatus (respirators).
°,

d: Aloves, boots goggles, etc.,

3. Erivironmental analysis of onfined space.

a. Atr analysi§ frequency.

b. Exp:losiwe limit check frequency.

c. Radiation level check frequency.

d. Concentrations of toxic sobstaws.

4.'' .Reminder to display permit prominently and to 'post sign showing con-
fined space work iM progress.

b

An example of a confined space entry pertit is shown here in table 3.

1

1.

fal

20'

I
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TABLE 3. EXAM)LE OF AN ENTRY PERMIT.

VESSEL ENTRY PERMIT'

Department Date

Nallof Vessel Being Entered

Permit Issued on

Time'

7-3 Shift 3-11 Shift

Checklist:

Atmosphere Tests (Record Results in Ccepletect Column)

1. Oxygen (02) more than 19.55,

2. Sulfur dioxide (SQ2) less than 6 ppm

3. Hydrogen sulfide (N2S) less than 21 ppm

4. Chlorine (C12) less than 2 ppm

Sr Chloride dioxide (C102) less then 0.2 ppm

5. Flammable vapors below 205 LFL

7. Tempera*ture less than 120°F

Lockout and/or Blind Flange (indicate Total Numter Required)

Observer

'Toes Observer Know: 1 t
1. Location of nearest phone?

2. Location bf nearest persons for HELP?

3. Location of nfttest air masks?

Harness and life line

Low voltage of battery powered lignts or geound fault

Protective clothinc

iesiel has pen flushed out

Ladder or scaffolding

lentilation (blowers. afr plovers, eta.)

4

11-7 Shift

Checrif Check when
Requ:1 red Completed

All personnfl entering ssel, observer and-Supervisors must Vivi below. This form is for the purpose
of nelping ensure tne safety of all employees and is not a waive'. of any rignts.

de have received inftruttions or the safety procedure and hazards ;if any) of the joo.

.+k
Suoerrisor of P'Jtple Ertering Vessel Operating Department Supir'ntencent

... f
.

:r the'event that toxic gases i,h a vessel cannot be reduced below t'-e accptaple'level as posted on the
:rpcadLire, no pre shall enter except in an emergency wnere lifi is ln danger. '1k s.cn an em5cency
arises. titner ie:'-ccntaned breathing apparatus or an air line respiratcr with egress :ylinder must
De ,torn at l311 times.

-

o 'Sample frpm koosa'Paper. Ir:.
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ACTIVITY 7:

(Choose the best answer.)

The confined space entry pelt system requires:

a. A checklist to ensure proper vessel preparatiln and
atmospheric testing.

b. An expiration time and date which prevents' the

entry permit from being used fhPoughthe change of

\,shift. ./

c. The signature of the responsibile supervisor and

also of the second level supervisor and employees
entering the confined space.

d. -All of he above.

'OBJECTIVE 8: Contrast the medical, exam requirements for

workers in Class A and B confined areas.

Workers who,enter a Class A or B confined spice m st have a preplace-

411
ment physical examination which the employer makes ava lable to them. The

employeFMasI4rovide the physician performing or responsible for the medi-

cal surveillance program information such as the type of eanfined space the

employee may bereqi0d to nter,the type of, substances the employee may

encounter, and a desert on of any protective devices or equipment the em-

ployee may be required:to use, The physical exaOnation must include:

A demonstration of the worker's ability to use negative and posi-
tive pressure respirators aS cited in OSHA Standard 29 CFR
1919.134.

A demonstration of the worker's ability to see and hear warnings,
such as flashing lights, buzzers, or sirens.

The examination should plate emphasis on general evaluations of
the employee's ability to carry out his assigned duties and the
detectidn,of any disease or abnormalities which may make it diffi-
cult for the employee to work within confined spaces.

Following completion of the dkaminations, the physician must give the

employer a written statement specifying any condition or abnormality found

that would increase the risk to the employee's he4101 by working in Confined

spaces.

a 22
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Results of periodic medical examiriptions must
.

be made ,available, upon , _mm44111

.completion and on request to employees required to work in Class A or B

'iconfined:spaces.

Records of exposure to known, health hazards must be included in the em-

ployee's medical record. These records must be made available to the desig-

(nated medical representatives of the Department of Health and Human

Resourtes, the Secretary of=Labor, the employer, and the employee or former

employee.- Records must be kept for(20 yearsior longer. Keeping these

records allows researchers to examine. procedures usedand provide_ examples

of properand improper procedures.

ACTIVITY 8:

Medical exams for entry into Class A confined spaces are

more rigid than those for Class B confined space entry.

(Circle one.)

,'True False

OBJECTIVE Discuss the-first aid provisions and

training requirements necessary for confined space

, work.

Prorking or being present in confined spacg often requires certain

training or knowledge., For Class A and B entry there must always,be someone

readily available in Ihe area of the confined space who holds a current.

verifiable certifjcate in cardiopuiriOnary resuscitation (CPR) and basic

first aid prose.dur-eis

Employees must be aware of the location of the nearest first aid equip-

ment and must know how to obtain emergency assistance and medical atten=

tion. An adequate supply of first aid equipment musts be made within easy

access of the confined space.

The seritus nature of the hazards encountered in a confined space re-

quires careful structuring of an effective training program that will result

in safe work practices and techniques. The training program should deal

}
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with the specific hazards to be enruntered, be approved by a trained Indus-

.401hal hygienist or safety ierson, and be given to all individuals who will

perform the wOrk.6r may beAsigned 4S standby or rescue persons. It is,

essential that the persbn in charge of training know the relevant aspects of

safety as they relate.to confined spaces.

The medical needs. of con Aned space personnel are likelx/to be 'special-.

ized. For exam le, a fire, explosion, or superheated 'air in a confined

space will resul in burns of tie respiratory tract, with or without imme-

diate symptoms. Any worker subjected to such an experience mould be ob-

served in a hospital emergency room.

The training method,and approach will be determkned by the previous exr-

perience and skills of the employee, with the exception of a newly hired

person who should receive a complete and thorough safety orientation.' Basic

types of prescribed training are:

Orientation of all new employees - This type of training would
consist of classroom sessions along with a walk-through of -the
physical plant. layout to give the trainee a basic understanding of
the industrial activity.

On-the-job training - This would be a second phase of training.
After classroom sessions and after'the trainee has gained a basic
understanding of the operation and hazards involved, on-the-job
instruction should include observation and closely supervised par- .
ticipation in actual work practices -or simulated conditions.

Retraining - This, should be performed periodically and as fre- -

quently as needed any industrial activities are quite complex
and operations are freomently.updated,to keep up with modern in-
novations. It fs'necessary, thereforefor a formal training pro-
gram to be planned so that all personnel concerned maybe kept
abreast.of changes. Retraining should also be considered neces-
sary if a supervisor notices a weakness in employee performance.

T'lle following are`recommended areas that should be covered thoroughly in

training:

The types of confined spaces that are found in the industrial com-
plex.

Physical and chemical hazards involved.

Atmospheric testing of the confined space.

Cleaning and purging of the space.

Ventilation of the 1pace by mechanical'methods to reduce or elimi-
nate toxic airborne contaminants.

0
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Isolatiod'and lockout of the'confined 'space.,

Safety eluipment and clothing - A major subject in this-section
will be,the use of respirators: the types required, their use,
quantitative fit (test), respirator cleaning:procedures, and
proper storage-. It should be emphasized that different type res-
pirators,are required fOr different atmospheres and that there are
dangers involved when the wrong type is used.

Buddy system and use of a standby person(s).

Communication systems and emergency signals.

Rescue procedures.

Permits stem which is used-by the employer.

Documentation of Training. Satisfactory completion of this safety
training, -and refresher courses, should be entered into the em-
ployee's peralanent record.

ACTIVITY 49:

List at leest.sixiareas that should be covered in a

training.pragram 6 safe work practices in confined

spaces.

1.

2.

3.'

4.

5.

6.

08.1ECTIvElb: Discuss testing, monitoring, and control-

ling the environment in confined spaces.

' Strict procedges must be followed in testing, monitoring, and control.-

ling the environment in a confined space. .Taking air samples in confined

spaces and interpretation of results should be done by an industrial hygien-

ist or professional safety engineer. If this is not possible, a person

should be specially trained by an industrial hygienist or should attend a

short course providing the necessary training. In- either event, all workers

Page 22/SH-32 25
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who.expect to be working in or around confined spaces should'be,ayare of the

various potential hazards that may be encounte-ed in such spaces. Thse '

workers should know .how to use testing and monitoring equipment and the

limitations of such equipment.

The presence of dangerous air contaminants can be checked b y'using var-

ious types of instruments. An employee should initially attempt to use

- these instruments in the confined space to check for contaminants, but there

is a chance that upon entering a confined space, the person checking coup

be overexposed to dangerous air contaminants, or the instrumeptation'could

ignite flammable moors. Because of this danger the correct procedure is to

remain outside the confined.space and bring samples of the atmosphere to the

testing instruments with sampling lines or containers. .Those sampling lines

or containers must be able to reach. the bottom of the confined space.

Instruments taken*into untested atmospheres must be approved by a recognized

t ;sting agency for such use, and the emplOyee must wear the necessary respi-

ratory equipment (self-contained breathing apparatus or hose mask with

blower), since lethal doses of 'various substances (carbon monoxide, sewer

gas,,etc.) may be encountered before any actual testing can take place.

Before a worker enters, the atmosphere must be tested 'for oxygen defi-

ciency, toxicity, and flammability. These tests mustlie continuous or peri-

odic while the worker is in the confined Space.

Oxygen deficienCy may.occur for any of the following reasons:

Rustitig tank walls.
4

Gases or vapors which have displaced the air.
4

.Fire.

Plant growth.,

Workers in'the area consuming oxygen.

Chemical reactions.

Oxygen indicators (02 meters) usually have a,range gif zero to.25 per-

cent of oxygen and can be used with a sampling.1%, (See Figure 2.) The

test can be easily and quickly repeated. If tests indicate an oxygen'defi-

ciency, the confini9space must be purged until the atmosphere contains at
.

least 19.5 percent oxygen. Continuous ventilation must be provided and oxy-

gen deficiency tests must be continued while workers are in the confined
.

26
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rf the oxygen cohtent.cahnot be raised to 19.5 percent, each worker

must wear a self:..contained breathing appai'atus in addition to all -other

required grotective equipment.

r

0
SAMPLING TUBE
TO ATMOSPHERE

- ATTACHES HERE

Figure 2. ihygen.deficiency indicator.

A flammable atmosphere should be assumed to.be present in any tank or

vessel that contains or has ever contained flammable liquids or vapors.

Subsequent tests must be made before entering and periodically afterwards

during tny continued operations. The atmosphere may be tested for flammable.

.03por-atr mihures by using a combustible as indicator. (See Figure 3.)

this instrument should'be Used only by trained persons and must be

'calibrated before u

Ope'ratinig instructi s must be read and followed aneare usually

printed on the instrument case. These include. essential directions fac
,

adjusting"thevoltage and zeroing th direct reading instruments.

CalibratIon (a mandatory activity performe prior to actual operation)
.

consists ofchecking the accuracy of the instrument against a known standard

114/

lqx of,a.gas such as methane. Calibrati- n go' is supplied by the

rument manufacturer.

. page 24/SH-32
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SAMPLING TUBE
TO ATMOSPHERE
ATTACHES HERE

X7

Figure'3. Combustible las indicator.

4

Combustible gas indicators normally are calibrated to indicate the per-

c4nt of the IoWer explosive limit (LEL)
,

of a gas or vapor in the air being

tested. Good judgment must 'be used ininteropreting thelleier reading be-

cause.t instrument does not always respond in the same manner to different

r.'flammab e materials. Because the respo ses may vary, the t44 must (1)

compalgest results with calibrat curves furnishtd° by the.test instrument

nanufacturei and (2) calibrate t6 instrument for the gas or vapor in ques-

tion for the tests to be valid.

Oxygen content. should be cP?cked prior to testing, for flammable mix.-

tures because §as indicators will not lettion properly in oxygen-deficient

sphAts. Only explosion proof equipment should be bought into areas

re there is
a ny likelihood of flammable,O'r explosive mixtures. The corn-
*, .., .

bustible gas indicator must have a sampling tube that can be lowered into

the atmosphere to be tested. If tests indicate that the flammable vapor'

content of the atmosphere is greater than 20 percent of the lower explosive

2c)
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limit (LEL), the vessel must undergo additional'pdrging. Mechanical venti-

lation should also be continugus to prevent further build-up of flammable
j

mixtures.

All confined spaces must also be tested before entry for the level df

toxic substances in the atmosphere. Gases and vapors can be detected by

direct reading instruments, colorimetric and stain length instruments, and

samples collected for subsequent laboratory analysis. Particulates,"fumes,

and mists are normally determined by collecting samples for subsequent

laboratory analysis.

If tests indicate that employees would be exposed to substances in ex-.

cess of the threshold limit value(TLV), the confined space must be purged

until theatmoWlere is safe. Continuous ventilation must be provided and

tests for toxic u4stances must be made continuously or periodically until

work ceases in the space.

(;) If the atmosphere cannot be made safe, an approved respirator must be

wor If the atmosphere is hazardous to life, the e.osed worker must wear

self-contained breathing apparatus in addition to all'other protective

equipment. Types of resierfiors to be worn when a person is exposed,to

toxic materials in, excess of the threshold limit value (which are not

diately hazardous to life) must be deterMined on an individual bilis by com-

petent personnel.

Air temperatures in manholes or tunnels, particularly those-providing
.

ccess to steam pipes, may reach 200 deg'rees FahreAeit. According to meth-

ods in use throughout the world, such-a condition alone (although usually

coupled with high humidity and little natural air movement) would rapidly

result in excessive hedt exposure. Any of several excessive heat exposure

ailments could likely occur unless the worker is adequately protected by do-
le

propriate clothing or cooled by forced air.

It should not be assumed that any one instrument will determine alI

harmful concentrations of oxygen deficiency, flammable vapors, toxic sub-

stances, and excessive heat. Unfortunately, there is no universal device

that will detect all of these harmful atmospheric conditions; therefore

extra care is necessary to ensure worker safety.

P8ge 26/SH-34 2
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A routine schedule of.proper maintenance and calibration is necessary

for all testing instruments, Defieiencies and inaccuracies in the instr,m-
.

\clients may be caused by improper maintenance, component unreliability, lack

of calibration, poisoning of the catalysts by interfering substancesin the

atmosphere, changes ip airflow rates and volumes, age of test cells, and

weak batteries.

Accurate testing will detect environmental problems ,that must be on-
.

trolled. The molt common Methods for control of the environment within

sels and confined spaces are outlinellItn the following paragraphs. The most
)

appropriate method for anygiven situation will; vary, depending on tank con=

figuration and contents., A careful selection of the appropriate method is

essential.

There are several ways to prepare confined spaces or cpritaines.for,

personnel-entry by using, mechanical ventilating equipment. These include

the following:

A duct or large fleacible tube is lowered from a suitable fan at a

top access port to few the heavy vapors fPom thebottom of the
space or container. Fresh air is allowed to enter through another
opening,in the top of the,enclosure.

A large fan is placed in a top opLeing or port and exhausting
started 4t low speed.-A lower access is opened, and the fan speed
is increased toits'maximum, allowing exhausting of vapors through
the top while fresh air .is drawn into the lower.

A fan is placed in the lower vessel opening, the tog port is
. opened, and` the fan- forces fresh air in at the bottom of the en-
closure with vapor escaping at the top. ,

4 It
7

In all these cases, if flamniable-vapOrs are involved, the fan must have

,nonferrous,blades, be eectrically bonded to the container or vessel, and be

approved electrically forlhe conditions:" All toxic.and flammable vapors
A

must be exhausted to a safe location where they will not create additional

hazards. All such ventilation and accompanying atmosphere tests must be

performed by a trained and qualified individual and records kept of proce-

dures and results. =)4

The simplq5bot often possjbly the least efficient method of freeing

or purging a confined space of vapor is th(ough natural ventilation. This

. method consists of opening two.or'more portals and letting natural air cur-

N,

\
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,rents remove the vapors inside. Due.to the lack of control over air cur -

.rents, extreme care must be exercisedltolimina esources of ignition from

the area of potential flbmmable vapors, and to rotect perionnel from poten-

tial toxic vapors areps. Regular testing will determine when safe levels

exists. In all cases, personnel must bethoroughly instructed in the haz-

ards, the precautions, the procedures of the operation, and the materials
. _

irivolved.

Where adequate preisuee.is available and time is not a factor, steam

may be used for vapor freeing confined spaces'. A steam nozzle, electrically

bonded to the vessel or enclosur:e, is used to introduce low pressure near

the bottom of the space, with atop port or access open. This me od can be

continued until the surface temperature of the vessel reaches ab 790

degrees Fahrenheit. Following steam, the vessel or space should be thor-

oughly flushed with water. The, steam method should not be used for' vapor .

freeing where the steam might damage valves, gaskets, controls, or safety

devices.

In special situations and instances where entry into the confined space

is not required or can beachieved with the use of self-contained breathing

equipment, and there is a need for purging the space of flammable or other

hazardous residue or vapors% one of the twoifollowipg methods may be op-

'
.J

plied:

Water maybe used for direct displacement of vapors by filling the
vessel or container and allowing the vapors to escape through
openings to the top. I* water should be allowed to overflow un-
til no traces of flammable or toxic materials are detected. de-

.
pending on the necessary operations, the water may be left in the
container or drained out. If the water is drained out, then tests
must be conducted to'ensure that rioidual vapors do not exist at a
hazardous level.

Similiarly, inert gas (a-gas.that is not toxic and will not explode

or burn easily) may be.uied for displacement of vapors. The inert
gas is introduced into either the top or pottdm of the confined
space (depending on the relative specific gravities involved) and
the'vapor.is expelled through the appropriate. ports. The inert
gas may be left'in the space or removed as required. It is impor-
tant to remember that the Inert gas will also displace oxygen.
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ACTIVITY 10:

(Choose the best answer.)

I. CombusZiPle gas indicators_ must be:

a. used only by trained persons.

b. N calibrated before using.

c. used before entering the 'tonfined space

and not during operations.

d. aand b.

e. a, b, and c.

2. If flammable vaporsare present where mechanical

ventilation is-to be employed..,: then these precau-

tions Must be taken:

a. the fan must be approved,electricahly for the

%. conditions.

b., the fan must have nonferrous blades.

c. thean Must be tionded.to the .container.

d. a-and b.

e. a, b, and c.

cmleynivE biscuss the requirements for using

labels, posting signs, and using safety and personal

protective equipment for %-worrin confined spaces.

All labeling and posting should- be according tostandards. All warnling

signs must be pr'inted both in English and in the predominant language of

non-English reading workers. Where established symbols exist, they must

Also be used., Workers unable to read labels and posted sign$ shall ,receive

information regarding hazardous areas and must be informed of the instruc-

tions printed on the signs.
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All entrances to,any confined space must be posted.. Soigns.mustrin-

clude, but Aze not necessarill be liited tothefollowing information:

f DANGER ,

for

1NFINED SPACE

ENTRY BY PETIT ONLY

When a specific work practice is performed or specific safe) ty equipment,,

is necessary, statements t6 that effect must 'be added, in large letters, 4o:

the warning sign:

HOT WORK PERMITTED

Emergency pr:ocedurl, including pone numbers of fire department alp

eMergency medical services, /oust be pos ed conspicuously within the ,

immediate area of the confined 'spacepr at the telephone from whtch help

would be Summoned.

Personal protective equipment must be considered only as a last line of,

. defense for employees against occupational intiury or illness. Engineering

controls must be utilized when feasible to el minate hazaripus expAures.

Confined space cleaningurging, and ventilation are required to provide a

safe atmosphere. Frequently, additional safeguards are necessary to ensure

employee safety. Unique problems often arise in utilizing such equipment in

confined spaces. Sikh Problems, along with the generally high degree of

hazard inherent in work in confined spaces, mandates effective personal

protective equipment policies.

Once a confined space has been tested and found clean, it should be

continuously sampled during any work periods during which conditions change

because of occupancy and work. In addition to manual sampling, there are

autoMatic sampling devices that are set to warn if the oxygen goes below a

certain level, the carbon monoxide content of the atmosphere reaches a haz-

ardous levelor'the LEL (lower explosive limit) of a gas is reached, or a

preset level of other specific materials is reached. There are also badges

that (may be worn that change color when certain limits are reached. How-

.RESPLRATORIQUIRE'D
FOR EN Y

.1

NO HOT WORK
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ever, these should be viewed as additional protection.and.shrld not take

the place of continued monitor g of the atmosphere by trained personnel..

In one or another of the variou types of confined spaces, it is likely that

a worker will jiccitintir a hazard hat can and should be controlled, (on an t

imbediate basis at least) by usin any orthe various items of face or ody

protection.-: fact, virtually a y piece of personal protect/4e eqUi

may 4e neede ccording to the task and the hazard. Included are eye pro-

tectors, hard hats, gloves, coveralls or aprons, foot protectors, safety .

belts'(harness, lifeline), ear protectors, and life jackets: Any entry per-

mit dviised by the employer should list.aIl required protective equipm9t..

Respirators may be required when entering a confined space because of toxic

contaminants or oxygen deficiency. Although minimizing exposure to the

worker,. respirators are generally intended only fbr intermittent or emer-

gency use. They constitute the "last resort" and should only be used when

ventilation will not make the atmosphere safe. If respiratory protective

equipment is relied on for confined space entry, the following pitfalls must
AP-be avoided:

1., The proper type may not be provided.

2.. The employee may not wear it.

'-3. Respirators may not be properly cleaned and

4. Facepiece fit may be pbor, permitting unfiltered r to enter.

5. ' Chemical cartridge respirators or gas mas,ks may be worn without rggard
to the danger of oxygen deficiency.

espiratory devices remove contaminants from the atmosphere and can be used

only in atmospheres whichvare not oxygen deficient (less than 19.5 percent

oxygen' at sea level) and within specified concentration limitationI (shown

on cartridge or canister label). The useful life of an air purifying device

is dependent upon the concentration of the contaminants, the breathing vol-

ume of the wearer, and the capacity of the air purifying medium.

There are three basic typeeme"%ir purifying devices:

Mechanical filter respilitors (see Figure 4a) - These provide
respiratory protection against particulate inatter such as dusts,

34
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fumes,,and mists. Selection of the appropriate respirator is

based on the type, toxicity, and particulate sire of the particu-
late matter. .). ,

. 1 /
Chemical cartridge respirators (see Figure 4b) - These respirators
provideprOtection.against specified gases and vapors in concen-
trations not in excess of 0.1 percent (by volume). Where exposure

is both gaseous and particulate, a combination chem4a1 cartridge
and mechanical cartridge and mechanical filter r' spihator may be

. used.

Gas masks (Figur 4c) - These provide respiratory protection

,

against certain s ecific gases and vapors in concentrations up to .
two percent volume (or as specified on the canister label) and
against particulate matter.

Air-pu rktfying devices can aid in the delivery of contaminant-free, nontoxic

breathing air to the wearer's facepiece within the rimitsof each device.

Only hose masks and/or self-contained breathing apparatus are suitable for

use in atmospheres immediately dangerous to,life (Class A). Specific condi-

tions of use will usually prove one of these -types more suitable over the

other.

4
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The basic types of pplied air'respira4s:are:

Air line respirators ( e Figure 5) - These.-respirators should be
used only in atmospheres not immediately harmful to life or from
which tilt wearer can.esc e without the use of the respirator..
This limitation is ne ary because the air supply is not carried
by the wearer o respirator.

If a compressor is used for sqpplying air, 4uitable inline air
purifyim sorbent beds and filters must be installed to assure
acceptable breathing air quality. If an oil lubricated compressor
is used, it must have either a high temperature or carbon monoxidg
alarm, or both. If only a high temperature alarm is used, the air
from the compressor must be frequently tested for carbon monox- 4
tae. Itfis also advisable to check ,the location' of the compressor

to ensure that other toxic substances are not picked up by the
compressor and to ensure that other toxic substances are not

picked up by the compressor's air intake.

Hose masks - Th these masks, outside air s:supplied'directly to
the wearer. They are_available either with,or without blowers.
Approved hose masks with blowers can be used in any atmosphere'
regardless of the degree of contamination or oxygen defitiency,
providing clean, breathable air can be reached within the maximum

-- allowable hose length (300'ft). Hose masks,,are not recommended
for-use in immediately dangerous atmospheres.

Self-contained breathing apparatus (see'FigOre.6) - These provide
complete respiratdry protection in toxic atmospheres that are

Figure 5. Air-line respirator.

4
Fiore 6. Self - contained

I
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life-threatening and where there is oxygen deficiency. The four
btsic types are: oxlgen cylinder rebreathing, self-generating,
demand; and pressure demand.,

The minimum requirements for an effective respirator program are listed

below:

Written standard dperating procedures governing thie selection and
use of respirators mush be established and available for all con-

.

cerned.
.

Respirators must be selected on the basis of the hazards to which
fhe worker could be exposed.

The user must be in4tructed and trained in the proper use Of res-
piratom and their limitations.

Where practicable; the respirators should be-assigned to individ-
ual workers for their exclusive use. 11\

RespiratOrs must be regularly cleaned and disinfected. Those
issued for the exclusive use of one worker should be cleaned after
each day's u$e or more often, if necesary.

Respirators must be stored in a convenient, clean, and sanitary
location.

Respirators used routinely must be inspected during cleaning.
.Worn or deteriorated parts, must be replaced. Respirators for
emergency use, such as self-contained devices, must be thoroughly
inspected at leist once a month and after each use.

Appropriate surveillance of work area conditions and degree of
employee exposure or stress must be maintained.

40"

Regular inspections and evaluations must be made to determine the
continued effectiveness of the proPIN

Persons should not be assigned to tasks requiring the use of res-
pirators unless it has been determined that they are physically
able to perform the work and use the equipment. A physician must
determine what health and physical conditions are pertinent. The
respirator user's medical status should be reviewed periodically
(for instance, annually).

Approved or accepted respirators must be used. The respirator
furnished must provide adequate respiratory protection against the
particular hazard for which it is designed in accordance with a
standards established by competent authorities.

Page 34/SH-32
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ACTIVITY 11:

(Fil in they blanks.)`

1. Three basic types of air-purifying devices are:

a.

b.

c.

2. The best protection for atmospheres that are life

threatening and where there is oxygen deficiency is

I

OBJECTIVE 12: Describe isolating, lockiRg out and

tagging Class A and B confined spaces.

The purpose of locking, tagging, and isolating is to prevent inadver-

tently activating electrical circuits; mechanical power transmission-appa-

ratus; conveyor'systems; agitation systems; steam, vapor or liquid transfer

systems; or any otherperations or processes associated with the vessel or

space whose operation may expose employees working within to hazardous con-

ditions. Locking, tagging, and isolating is requi-red in Class A and B con,

fined space areas and is recommended for Class C confined space areas.

The type of equipment used in protecting a space or vessel will depend

A onthe type of equipment that is being locked or isolated or the type, of

materials being secured r isolated. The following equipment is commonly

used for protecting a ace or vessel through locking, tagging, orisolat-

ing:

0N0ankiftg flanges (with skillet blanks).

Chains with padlocks.

Padlocks.

Lock-out boxes.

Multiple lock hasps.

'Special keys and wrenches.

Tags. .

38
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Different types of equipment are shown in Figure 7. Proper preparation,

employee ftducatiOn, follow-up,, and supervision are essential to any success=

ful locking, tagging, and isolating program. Proper employee protection can
,

. .

be ensured only if all power sources and Rotential exposures from any 'haz-

ardous materials or systems are positively eliminated.

,

I

Figure 7. Lock-out devices..

Three basic phases of the system are lock, tag, and try. First! all

the systems or equipment that could create a hazardous condition must be

,identified and positively eliminated' through locking and isolation. All

, electrical apparatus must be .shut off and locked in theoff position.

Mechanical power transmission apparatus and agitatorshst be mechanically

disabled or locke d to prevent operation. Valves must be closed and locked

in the closed position. Additionally, the piping should be disconnecttd

from the vessel and furtherodisabled by installing blanking fiange -or
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skillert blanks, especially, in cases where misalignment is impractical.

" Second, signs or tags should be posted stating that the device or sys-

tem has been deactivated and warning against further use. 'A checklist and

supervisory approval system (with a signed'verification form) listing all

tagged points is insurance that all systems have been locked-out and iso-

lated.

The final phase involves "trying" activators (buffers, switches, etc.)

to verify complete deactivation. Thus, before any employees enter a space

or-vessel, the start buttons, valves, and other actuating devices should be

tried to ensur4 that they a disabled.

Before removing any locks, agi.; and isolation devices, employees and

supervisors must verify that the equipment or system locked-out is safe to
4

,operate. This is primarily a supervisory responsibility utilizing check

lists and verification forms. Assurance 'of the following conditions is man-

.datqu:
.

All p,e7onnel are clear of hazardous equipment and spaces.

All guards are installed.

All previously expaled electrical, wiring and equipment pre properly ,

covered.

All piping systems and open pipes are closed and properly connected.

All agitators and similAr devices are freerof loose, ynsecured objects.

Lock-out procedures are effective only when religiously dfollowed

both management and employee. The program must be enforced through constant

monitoring and strict adherence to the prescribed procedures.

oP

ACTIVITY 12:

List the three basic phases of any lock-out .system. _

1.

2.

3.

V.
I

ti

-4
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OBJECTIVE 13: List the cleaning 'ant htosekeeping pro
wr

dunes for confined spaces. I
v

Cleaning and houtekeepin.g are important in Any Confindd space. Proce,

dures and processes used to clean the 'inside of a.confined space must be

reviewed and authaized by thequalified person. Theiprescribed method is

dependent upon the,product thwt is present or tilt has beet present in the

space. the confined space contains a fliMmable atmosphere above the

upper flimmable limit, tt.*st be,purged with an inert-gas to remove the

flammable substance before ventilating withair. Initial cleanly; must be

T

done from outside the tank if at All 'possible.

Special procedures should be adopted, to handle the hazards created by

the cleaning process itself. For example,.if the tank is steamed, 11)_it ,
mpst belkCowed to Cool prior.to'entry; (2).ventilbtion must pe'ynaintaine,

$ .

during neutPalization procedures to preventbui+d-up.of .foxic,materials; (3)
- -

steaming must not be-used as a cleaning meth*whenthe praOtt" ed was a

-liquid with an auto-ignition temperature of 120% Dr. less ofke
1

y

temperature, and (4) the pipe or nozzle of the steam hose must be bonded to
. .

A A
etank to the generation of static electricity thatEOuld .

, . . -

accumulate in to during steaming procedures. lite and other hazards and.

controls rwst be evaluated by the qualified person in ch:7". e
,

..,0- , -,-,

. N

-.. ACTIVITY 13: /

Ci cle True or False.)

e cleaning pros creates no hazards'ifself:,

True False

2. A steamed tank must be allowed to cool prior to

4entry.

True False

S.
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-OBJECTIVE 14: Describethe equipment and tools used'in

Class A, Bird C confined working areas.
L"

Equipment and tool to be used in a cdifined spaCe must.be care. Ally
00,

inspected and must meet the following requirements: #

Hand tools must be kept clean:and in good repair.

Portable electric tools, equipment, and lighting must be approved in
accordance with 29JFR Part 1910.Subpart S and be equipped with a
ground fault circuit interrupter that meets the requirements of 29 CFR
1910.304. .All grounds must be checked before electr'cal equipment is
used in a confined space.

a

All `electrical corns,' tools,'and equipment must be o.heavy duty type
with heavy duty insulation, an4 *ey must be inspected for visually
detectable defects before use in a.confined space.

Air driven power tools must be used when flammable Jiquids are pre-
sent. The -useiof air driven power tools'will reduce the,risk of explo-
sion, not eliminate it. Explosions can be'caused by tools overheating'
(drilling), sparks produced by striking (percussion), grinding or dis-
charge oe accomulated electrostatic charges developed from the flow of
compressed air.

Lighting used 'in Class A and B confined spates must be of explos'ion .

proof design and, where necessary, equipped with guardtc Only-equip-
Inent listed by theUnderwriters.Latibrator'ies for use in Division 1,
atmospheres of the appropriate class and' group, or approved by U.S.
:Bureau of Mines should be used. Lighting must not be hung by elettric
cords unless the cords are specifically designed for that purpose. The
illumination of the work area must 4 sufficient to provide for safe
work conditions as referenced in, the-ANSI standard A11.1 -1965, or tile
revision, 1970. Under no circumstances should matches oi% on flames
be used in a confined space. for illumination.

Cylinders of compressed gases must never be taken into a confined
space:, they must be turned off at the cylinder valve when not in use.
Exempt from this rule are cylinders that are part of self-contained
breathing apparatus or resuscitation equipment.

Ladders must be adequately secured or be of,a.permanent type which pro-
vides the samedpgNe of safety, iollited in 29.CFR Part 1910 Subpart D.

Scaffoldiri'g and staging must be property designed to carry the maximum
expected load (safety factor of 4), be equipped with traction type
planking, and meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1910.28.

*
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Electrical lines and junctions must be in accordance with National
Electrical Code (NEC) and National Fire Code (NFC) as cited in the OSHA
regulations, Subpart S.

Only hose lines and components designed specially for compressed gas
and its working pressure can be used, and suctli-systems must haye a
pressure relief valvd-outside theconftqed space:-

All equipment that may be used in a flammable atmosphere must be ap-
proved as explosion proof or intrinsically safe for the atmosphere in-
volved. Approval must be by a recognized testing laboratory such as
the U.S. Bureau of Mines'or MSHA for'methane and by the Underwriters
'Laboratories or by Factory Mutual. .

40 ACTIV)TY 14: wJUmmm
Lighting used in Class A and B confined spaces must be:

a. of explosion proof design.

b. listed by Underwriters Lab for ase.in Division 1
atmpspheres or approved by other listed,govern-
me al agencies for such use.

c. provide illumination sufficient to provide for safe
,work conditions as described in ANSI standard All.
1-1965 or revisions.

d. All of the above.

OBJECTIVE 15: State the special precautions to be taken

when working,in confined spaces\with hazardous atmo-
,,

ere.,

Tdble 4 provides a checklist of considerations to be reviewed when one -

.\\ is preparing to work in confined spaces..

Page 40/SH-32
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TABLE.4. CHECKLIST"OF CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENTRY, WORKING IN,
AND EXITING FROM CONFINED SPACES.

Class A Class B Class C

1._ Permit .. . X X X

2. Atmospheric testing -. N
,X x x

3. Plonitdring. °X 0 0

4. Medical.. surveillance ' X X 0

5. 'training okbersonnel. X X X

6. Labeling and posting.: ,X . X x
,.

7. Preparation _

. Isojeke/lockout/tag X X X

Pure and ventilate X X 0

Cleaning processes 0 0
,

Recteirements for special'% 'f'1,:t
equipment/tools ' e , . X X.

8. Procedures

'initial plan ....X' X

Standby X :4, X

Rescue ` I A X
- ..° ',A. ;*.41P Mork X . X

toiomunicationsiob)eriation

N.t4,

9. Safety equipment- alici clothing"' ''

Head protection f°5 *-.,
Hearing protecti on \... A ,f

land protection " ...

Foot protictlob
...,

, -
-Body protettiori
Respiratory protection 4, s 0

Safety belts k x
Lite lines. 'harnesses,. '''. - X'

..,
10. )Rescue egiii pment X

0

Pi

0

0

40
0

-0

lecordkeeping/expoture X X

- indicates reouirepent.
."0" - indicates dikermination by the 'qualified person.

mi

414

o4
A

I.'

Q

0

0

0

X

'R

f
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ACTIVITY

When working in hazardous atmospheres in confined

spaces, which of the fol'owjng,are required?

a. Signed permit.

b. I Atmospheric testing and monitoring.

c. Medical surveillance.

d. Labeling and posting.

e. Special preparation and posting.

f. Special personnel training°.

g. Safety, equipment, clothing, and rescue equipment.

h. Recordkeeping of, exposures.
4

i. a through g of the above.

j. All' of the above.

OBJECTIVE 16: Describe the types of records that must

be kept, for Class A and B confined space srrking areas.

Certain recbrds that relate to Class A and B space must be kept by the

einployer. The employer must'maintain a written record of training including

. safety drills, inspections, tests, and maintenance. The recolids must be

retained one y

C
r after tpe last date of training, inspection, test, or

maintenance.' /, the event of separation-of the employee or` disposal of

,equipment or appliance, records may be disposed of after one year.

, Where atmospheric testing indicates the presence of a toxic substance,

records mug be.maintained.in accordance with the existing federal regula-

° tion(s)., These records must include the dates and time of measurements,
. ,

duties and location of the employees within the confined space, sampling and

analytical methods used number, duration, and results of the samples taken,

PEL (Permissible Exposure Lever as prescribed by OSHA) concentrations esti-

mated from these samples, type of personal protective equipment used,(see

Figure 8) ,if any, and employees' names. These records must be made avail-

ableto the designated representatives of the Secretary of Labor, of the
4
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Secretary of the Depart nt of Health an Huma% Resources, of the employer,

and,of the employee or ormer employee.

Figure 8. Records must be kept of what kind of protective
clothing employees wear in Class A and B spaces.

=MTV 416' ti
Which of the following records that relate to workingin

Class A and B confined spaces are not required?

a. Safety -4444s, inspectiont, tests, maintenance, and

°the,. training. . a

b. Atmospheric testing and monitoring, personal pro-
tective equipment used.

c. Payroll records of hazardous pay.,

d. Additional records required by this and other gov-
' ernmental regulations. -J

OBJEC1IVE 17: Explain the preparation steps that must

be performed on bbileri before entry is made.

1

Toxic materials found.in.boilers vary depending oh the fuel used`in the

operation of the boiler and the problems encountered. Some common hazards

that can be encountered ar&carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, methane,
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coal tars, etc. The boiler-must be consideredi confined space and the

atmosphere properly vented and tested before
.

a permit is lISued and en-

try permitted.

As in all confined spaces, the laCk of oxygen is an ever present"

threat, and breathing equipment must be provided: self- contained, air ling

respirators, or continued ventilation. As in any confined space, the air

should be continuously monitored to assure that a correct level of oxygen is

present.

All boilers should be cooleeto below 100°F before entry is considered.

The,possibility of fire should be minimized by 'proper ventilation and
where necessary, advanced cleaning should be completed prior to entry.

There should be'no hot gases or liquids present as proper forced venti-
lation and cooling,plus dratning of the system should be completed 'be-
fore issue of an entry permit or entry is made.

Inadvertent heating of the vessel should be made impossible, by lock=
outs of equipment and blanking off of fuel lines prior to entry'

Agitation mechanisms must be locked-out and; if possible, disconnected prior

to entry.

Precautions prior to entry into a boiler once it is cob-led should be

the same as entry into any confined space, including all orthe essentials

discussed previously such as trai-ring, using personal protective gear, test-
.

ing, monitoring, checklists, etc., but in addition, special attention should

be given to the following points:

All tanks and tubes should be dra ined, and where appropriate, purged,

Forced ventilation or an adequate natural ventilation must be carried

out toturge the atmosphere and contiomed to maintain proper oxygen
l evels.

Where necessary, the boiler or pressure vesse l should be cleaned to
remove p,tential harmful deposits.

As outlined in the confined spaces requirement for issue of an entry
permit, all pipe lines leading into or out of the'boiler or vessel must
be disconnected and blocked to avoid the possibility ofany accidental
entry into the boiler or vessel of any gas,/liquid, or fuel.

To, avoid the possibility of any power driven equipment being energized,
such eqUipment must be locked out and disconnected.
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Testing of the atmosphere in the confined space,(boiler or pressure
vessel) for flammable or toxic gases and proper oxygen levels pricr
entry is a must asis continued monitoring to assure a continuedfa e
atmosphere.

When the foregoing six points and all of the other requirements for

issuing an

h

entr ermit are met, then it should be issued and signed by the

7authozed,supe isor; the second level supervisor, and all employees who

are assigned to the crew.

ACTIVITY 17:

Which of the following preparation steps may not be

needed before entry into a boiler.

a. Isolation/tagout/lockout.

b. Purging and ventilation.

c. Cleaning from the outside,
Ace,

d. Special equipment/tools. .

REFERENCES

National Insitute for Occupational Safety and Health. Criteria for a

Recommended Standard: Working in Confined Spaces. (NIOSH Publication

Numer: 80-106).

National Safety Council. Accident Prevention Manual forIndustrial

Operators. 7th ed. Chicago: National Safety Council, 1978.

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

False.

ACTIVITY 2

1. c. . 19.5%.

2. d. Ringing in the ears and labored breathing.
,

48
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ACTIVITY 3

1. Olfactory fatigue.

2. COrkentration or amount.

ACTIVITY 4

1. a. Cleaning,

- ' b. Purging.

2. a. Lover Explosive Limit.

b. Upper Explosive Limit.

A,CTIVITY 5

(Any seven of these nine.)

1. -chanical. r

2. C cation.

3. Entry,,..an exit.

4. Thermal effe*s.

5. Noise.

6. Vibration.

7. Saffolding.

8. Surface residues.

9. Rescue procedures.

ACTIVITY 6

Class A.

ACTIVITY 7

d. All of the above.

ACTIVITY 8

False.

7

ACTIVITY 9
, .

(any six of these eleven.)

1: Types of confined spaces.

-2. Physical and chemical hazards.

4./ 3. Atmospheric testing.

4. Cleaning and purging.

49.`
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5. Ventilatib

./

.

6. Isolat d loer out.
..,

7. Safe ment and clothing.
i

, . ,

8. Buddy tem..

9. ',Communication,

'10. Permit system.
,

11. ,Rescue procVedures. ,-

ACTIVITY 10

1. d: a and b.

2.- e. a, b, and. c.

ACTIVITY- 11

1. . a. Mechanical filter respirators21

b. Chemical cartridge respirators.

c. Gas masks.

2. Sejf-contained breathing apparatus.

ACTIVITY 12

1. Lock.

2. Tag.

3. Try.

ACTIVITY/13

1. False.

2. True.

ACTIVITY 14

d. Listed by Underwriters.Lab for use in Division 1 atmospheres or
approved by other listed governmental agericies.

ACTIVITY 15

j. All of the above.

ACTIVITY 16.

a. Safety drills, inspections, tests, maintenance, and other training.

c. Payroll records of hazardous' pay.

ACTIVITY 17

c. Cleaning from the outside.,
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